
Some people think that all university students should study whatever 
they like. Others believe that they should only be allowed to study 
subjects that will be useful in the future, such as those related to 
science and technology.

Discuss both these views and give you own opinion.

At this point in time, it has been indicated observed in numerous 
countries that authorities prohibit universities to narrow the choices 
of studying especial subjects. Although, it has been mentioned that 
this practice, gives the impression of a mature investment, this 
interference has not been approved by a large number of experts. 

Some educationalists claim that should university pupils decide for 
their subject area, it they will stand a higher chance to attain more 
outstanding achievements. That is to say, they will energetically 
attend the university courses, and profoundly grasp whatever they 
will be taught. Hence, this could lay a basic groundwork for the 
development in their perception about a specific science, given that, 
the success in a particular sphere is intricately connected to the one’s 
affinity toward it, and eventually, it may serve as a springboard to 
acquire an appropriate position in their future profession. 

On the opposite side of the coin, there are is an array of psychologists 
who cite that it there must be an intervene intervention to some 
extent, in order to receive quite a more beneficial result for society 
across the board. Understanding more vital requirements of the 
country, the states could lead universities to a route, in which the 
public interest exists. As far as computer science is 
concernsconcerned, for instance, in a developed nation, there should 
be a vaster number of experts to satisfy the all citizens’ needs. Under 
this circumstance, the science which seems surplus unnecessary for 



the nation, should be excluded, no matter a range of individuals are 
earnestly partial to that.  

All in all, from my point of view, this policy might impede the way of 
success, and set stumbling blocks for these this upcoming workforce. 
Moreover, they may encounter social ills, since they were not free to 
opt for their subject areas.  


